
In the revolution of a graph y = f(xl) about the y-axis, we let 

F(l X2, X3) = f (x + X2 + X) . 

Using spherical coordinates the integral becomes 

I jlv/1 + (f/(p))2 p2 sin 0 dp dqds= 47rp2 + ( (p))2p 
dO O a a 

Formula (4) follows. 
For revolution about the x-axis, the surface y2 + y2 + y2 = f2(X) can be parame- 

terized using spherical coordinates as 

x = t, Y = f(t) sin cos , Y2 = f(t) sin sin0, 3 = f(t) cos 

for a < t < b, 0 < 0 < r, 0 < 0 < 2r. Formula (4) follows after a straightforward 
calculation of the determinant in (5). 

Epilogue Now that we have extended the results to four dimensions, we might con- 
sider extending them further to n dimensions. In fact, in higher dimensions there are 
other ways to revolve graphs about axes. For example, in four dimensions we could 
consider the double rotation, where the graph is first revolved about the y-axis in three 
dimensions and then the resulting surface is revolved about the x-axis in four dimen- 
sions. 
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Ptolemy's Theorem [1] states that the product of the diagonals of a cyclic quadrilateral 
(a quadrilateral that can be inscribed in a circle) is equal to the sum of the products of 
its opposite sides. Our purpose is to prove Ptolemy's Theorem by incorporating the use 
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succeed in this effort occurred to us after observing that Ptolemy's Theorem may be 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose a circle contains point A of parallelogram ABCD and in- 
tersects side AB, side AD, and diagonal AC in points E, G, and F, respectively. Then 

IAFI IACI = AEIIABI + IAGIIADI. 
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Proof We readily deduce that AABC ~ AGFE, from which it follows that 

IACI _ ABI IADI 

IGEI IFGI IEFI 

We apply Ptolemy's Theorem to quadrilateral AEFG to obtain 

IAFIIGEI = IAEIIFGI + IAGI IEFI. 

Multiplying through gives 

IACI IABI IADI 
IAFI IGEI =AC IAEI IFGI + IAGI IEFI IADI IGEI IFGI JEFI' 

which yields the required conclusion. U 

It was our hope that if we could avoid using Ptolemy's Theorem in the proof of 
Theorem 1, then perhaps we could use Theorem 1 to deduce Ptolemy's Theorem. By 
incorporating a vector approach, Theorem 1 can indeed be proved independently of 
Ptolemy's Theorem. This is described in the body of the proof of Theorem 2. (Sub- 
sequently, we found another proof of Theorem 1 that does not use Ptolemy's Theo- 
rem [3]). It turns out that, unlike in Theorem 1, none of the points of the parallelogram 
used in the proof of Theorem 2 need be exterior to the circle. 

THEOREM 2. (PTOLEMY'S THEOREM) Let ABCD be a cyclic quadrilateral. Then 

IACIIBDI = IABIICDI + IADIIBCI. 
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Let F be a point on chord AC. Let E and G be points on chords AB and AD (extended 
if necessary) such that quadrilateral AEFG is a parallelogram. Let P be the point on 
the circle for which AP is a diameter. Then LABP, LACP, and LADP are right angles 
or, in the case that diameter AP coincides with one of the chords AB, AC, Or AD, two 
of these angles are right angles. In either circumstance, it follows that 

IAFI ACI =AP-A =A . (a + A) 

= A- A + At- A- = AEI IABI + IAGI ADI. 

Since IAGI = IEFI, this can be rearranged as 

IAFI AEI IEFI 
IACIIBDI I =IABIICD EI + ADIIBCI EF (1) 

IBDI ICDI IBCI' 

Since LFEA _ LBCD and LAFE =I LDAC = LDBC, we have AAEF ~ ABCD, from 
which we obtain 

IAFI _AEI IEFI 
IBDI ICDO IBC 

' 

We can now conclude from (1) and (2) that 

IACIIBDI = IABIICDI + JADIIBCI, 

which completes the proof. 
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Take any number of lines 11, 12, ..,., In through the center of a circle; pick a point M 
of the circle and project it perpendicularly onto each line, creating points M1, M2, 
..., Mn. Connect the points by segments to form a polygon M M2 ... Mn as in FIG- 
URE 1). Its shape depends on M, right? The surprising answer is that it does not! 

The reader can have fun verifying this fact with the use of dynamic mathematical 
software like the Geometer's Sketchpad. Seeing the polygon dance around the circle 
can be a real joy. 
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